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CREATIVITY IN 
(MARKETING) 
STORYTELLING



Character Outline Assignment:

• The grades will be published 
tomorrow by 1pm.

• Use of Chatgpt or any other AI 
tool is forbidden without 
explaining how. 

• Bullet points are not enough. This 
is a creative writing exercise. 



Your Group Projects: Zoom in & Zoom out

• Jomo
• Fomo
• Sustainable Fashion
• Public Transportation
• Cancel Culture
• Contradictions / 

Transparency in Healthy 
Eating Culture

• Energy Drinks
• Aalto Course Selection



Useful tips!

• Document your progress
• Don’t get stuck in your 

assumptions
• Understand your problem! 

Secondary data is important!
• For example, use Miro to 

make a customer journey
• See where the problem kicks 

in and where would be the 
most valuable intervention





WHY STORIES 
(AND 
CREATIVITY)?



THE POLARIZATION 
OF MARKETING



Synergy between data and creativity through storytelling
The Creative Data Lions celebrate the 
interplay of ideas and information.

“A04 Data Storytelling.
The creative use of data to convey a 
powerful brand narrative. The work should 
show how data-driven insight increased 
consumer engagement or how messages 
derived from data were presented to 
provide successful brand/consumer 
stories.”





WHY STORIES 
(AND 
CREATIVITY)?



THE ADVANTAGES OF STORIES
1. Stories create empathy (greater attention, 

identification, potential for learning)
2. Human memory is episodic anyway!
3. Stories are the most efficient way to convey a lot 

of information
4. Stories allow for revisiting of important cultural 

lessons, values, and archetypes (which brands 
often use!)

5. Stories bring clarity to emotions; they make 
things “click”!

1. Simple
2. Unexpected
3. Concrete
4. Credible
5. Emotions
6. Stories



IDEO: HOW WE USE STORIES FOR CREATIVITY

1. Stories have more credibility
2. Storytelling connects with emotions
3. Stories help in investigating uncomfortable topics
4. Storytelling is more compelling in making arguments
5. Storytelling creates heroes and personas
6. Storytelling gives a vocabulary for change
7. Good stories create order from chaos and disconnected 

elements



FROM A MARKETING 
PERSPECTIVE, STORIES “SOLVE” 
PROBLEMS BY WEAVING 
COMPLEXITY INTO A 
COHERENT AND RESONANT 
NARRATIVE



“In a story, you do not only weave a lot of  information into the 
telling, but you also arouse your listener’s emotions and energy. 
Persuading with a story is hard. Any intelligent person can sit 
down and make lists [for use in a lecture, such as writing ‘reason-
why-to-buy advertising copy’]. It takes rationality but little 
creativity to design an argument using conventional rhetoric. But 
it demands vivid insight and storytelling skill to present an idea 
that packs enough power to be memorable. If  you can harness 
imagination and the principles of  a well-told story, then you get 
people rising to their feet amid thunderous applause instead of  
yawning and ignoring you” (McKee, 2003, p. 52).



“For sale:
Baby shoes, 
never worn.”



“THE ICEBERG THEORY 
OF STORYTELLING”



A BRAND MUST KNOW ITS 
STORY, AND IT SHOULD BE 
THE FIRST AND FOREMOST 
AUTHOR OF IT!



WHY DO WE NEED 
STORIES?

WHAT DO YOU NEED 
FOR A GOOD STORY?



A great story!

Desire, Struggle, 
and 

Transformation

Cultural Context

Character

THE ELEMENTS OF A GREAT STORY
CHARACTER
• How consumers “recognize themselves” as your 

brand’s potential customers
CULTURAL CONTEXT
• How your brand establishes its contemporary 

relevance
• Link between brand DNA and today
• Further allows potential customers to recognize 

themselves
DESIRE, STRUGGLE & 
TRANSFORMATION
• The emotional heart of the story!



A great story!

Desire, Struggle, 
and 

Transformation

Cultural Context

Character

THE ELEMENTS OF A GREAT STORY
CHARACTER
• How consumers “recognize themselves” as your 

brand’s potential customers
CULTURAL CONTEXT
• How your brand establishes its contemporary 

relevance
• Link between brand DNA and today
• Further allows potential customers to recognize 

themselves
DESIRE, STRUGGLE & 
TRANSFORMATION
• The emotional heart of the story!



FROM A MARKETING 
PERSPECTIVE, STORIES “SOLVE” 
PROBLEMS BY WEAVING 
COMPLEXITY INTO A 
COHERENT AND RESONANT 
NARRATIVE



DESIRE, STRUGGLE, AND 
TRANSFORMATION

• A character in story must have a clear desire!
– “Desire is the blood of a story. Desire is not a shopping list but a core 

need that, if satisfied, would stop the story in its tracks” (McKee, 
2003, p. 55). 

• The struggle comes from the character being denied their 
desires (external forces in the cultural context, antagonists)

• The character is “revealed” through their actions when faced 
with struggles

• Transformation comes when our character either actualizes 
their desire, or realizes that desire had led them astray



MARKETING OFTEN SELLS 
TRANSFORMATION!
• A new you
• A better you
• A safer you
• A healthier you
• A happier you
• A truer you
• A more relaxed you
• A better society
• A more sustainable future
• Etc.



… IT DOES THAT WITHIN THE 
CULTURAL CONTEXT, 
CREATING RELATABILITY











IMPORTANT:
GOOD STORIES 
RARELY SAY THINGS 
EXPLICITLY—THEY 
IMPLY





A great story!

Desire, Struggle, 
and 

Transformation

Cultural Context

Character

THE ELEMENTS OF A GREAT STORY
CHARACTER
• How consumers “recognize themselves” as your 

brand’s potential customers
CULTURAL CONTEXT
• How your brand establishes its contemporary 

relevance
• Link between brand DNA and today
• Further allows potential customers to regonize 

themselves
DESIRE, STRUGGLE & 
TRANSFORMATION
• The emotional heart of the story!



UNDERSTANDING THE 
CULTURAL CONTEXT: 
A good brand story has to be 
culturally resonant, speaking to 
the ”concerns of the day”









CONTINUITY IN BRAND 
STORY (THE BRAND’S DNA)



Volkswagen’s brand DNA
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What common cultural tensions do you see available 
for your group project?

• Where does ”joy of missing out” or “fear of 
missing out” coming from?

• What do consumers feel when something they are 
fan of is cancelled? 

• What do consumers feel about not knowing if 
their clothes are made in fair conditions or 
sustainable? Or navigating in the vast ocean of 
“healthy diet” culture? 

• Why do students select certain courses?
• Why do young consumers need to have energy 

drink?
• What cultural tensions do other solutions/services 

to public transportation use? 
• Why would someone want to rent clothes or not?

What are the typical ways 
other brands are positioning 
their products in your product 
category? What kind of 
stories do they tell?

What kind of conversations 
do these tensions produce on 
social media? 


